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Key Takeaways
A complete and accurate water service line
inventory goes beyond regulatory requirements
when used in conjunction with a lead service
line replacement program.
Absent accurate historical records, it’s likely
several sources of information will be needed
to complete a lead service line inventory.
The inventory data must be maintained as a
living document so they can be used to help
respond if an exceedance occurs.

In 2016, Pittsburgh Water and Sewer
Authority (PWSA) began work to
prepare and update an inventory
of residential water service line
materials. Through this effort, there
have been many lessons learned.
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ittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA)
is in the midst of a multiyear project to prepare
and update its inventory of residential water
service line materials. The effort started in
2016 in response to a lead action level exceedance in the
drinking water system. Before 1980, all service lines were
private, but the utility has since accepted ownership for
the portion of the service line from water main to curb
stop for residential customers. Therefore, the inventory
initially focused on residential, public-side service lines
because these are the lines owned by PWSA.
As the inventory effort proceeded, PWSA developed a
better understanding of the information, methods, and
issues related to completing this important project. Like
many large water utilities around the world, data and
records have not been consistently collected and maintained throughout the many years of operation. Learning
from the experiences of similar utilities, PWSA’s main
takeaway was that, to confirm the absence of lead when
records do not exist or have not been maintained, no
single method is capable of obtaining the comprehensive
information necessary to develop an accurate inventory.
As such, PWSA staff have used several data collection
methods to complete the service line inventory, which
have evolved as this effort progressed.

A main takeaway was that no single
method is capable of obtaining
the comprehensive information
necessary to develop an accurate
inventory.

Importance of an Accurate and Up-to-Date
Inventory
While current regulatory compliance is critical, there
are other compelling reasons for utilities to invest in
preparing and maintaining accurate lead service line
inventories.
Lead and Copper Rule Compliance
In the United States, the current Lead and Copper
Rule (LCR) requires that water systems identify the
initial number of lead service lines in their distribution systems, including identifying the portion owned
by the utility. Recent LCR revisions require the materials to be identified as “non-lead,” “lead,” “lead status

unknown” (or “unknown”), and if it was once located
downstream of lead, “galvanized requiring replacement.” In addition, new communication requirements
are proposed that would mandate annual notification
to all locations with lead (including unknown) on either side of the service line.
Another compelling reason for a complete and accurate inventory relates to disclosure and communication. PWSA publishes its inventory on a web-based
map, allowing customers to enter their address and
determine their service line material, if available. With
a more accurate inventory, future communication can
be more precise, potentially reducing the number of
letters sent to customers and any accompanying confusion or uncertainty.
Prioritizing Lead Service Line Replacements
Lead service line replacement (LSLR) programs are
another reason to ensure the inventory is as accurate as
possible. PWSA selects areas for LSLR and water main
replacements on the basis of a prioritization model with
inputs that includes health-related factors and the number of lead service lines in an area. An accurate inventory
helps ensure lead service lines are replaced efficiently.
Reducing LSLR Costs
As part of PWSA’s neighborhood LSLR programs, utility
staff conduct an excavation verification at every residential location in the work area where there is either record
of lead or an unknown record on the public side of the
service line. Since 2018, while working at almost 9,000
locations, PWSA has spent more than US$5 million excavating locations where no lead was found—an effective
but costly and inefficient way to update the inventory. As
its inventory efforts continue and information is obtained
or updated, PWSA can remove locations without lead
from further related activities.

Sources of Information
As part of its original inventory efforts, PWSA developed a digital database of drill records and/or historical records that were created when a water main
was tapped for a service line. Subsequent efforts have
collected data from curb box inspections (CBIs), verification excavations, service line or meter replacements, a
machine-learning predictive model, and records from the
county plumbing department. Summaries of these and
other efforts follow.
Historical Drill Records
PWSA was created in 1984, but before that the water
system was operated by the City of Pittsburgh, which did
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New Lead and Copper Rule revisions now identify an entire
service line as a lead service line if either the private or public
side is identified as lead.

Photographs are taken during curb box inspections to check for
a “wipe joint” on one side of the service line; this bulb-type joint
typically indicates that the line attached to the valve contains lead.

not own any portion of the water service lines. During
this period, the city was responsible only for tapping the
water main and recording the materials used (the “public
side” record) in a drill sheet or drill record. A service inspection record that captured information mostly about
the meter and house-specific data was also prepared
(but not at every location where a drill record exists),
and this record covered the portion of the service line
between the curb stop and the service location (private
side). However, since the utility did not own the service
lines, these records were not always updated as maintenance was conducted over the years. In 1980 the city took
responsibility for the portion of residential service lines
from the main to the curb stop (public side), while the
remainder of the service line was the responsibility of the
property owner.
PWSA’s initial inventory approach focused on these
historical drill records, which included almost 130,000
paper service record folders (with one to 10 pages in each)
and about 3,000 microfiche records. In 2017 all the paper
records were scanned, a database was created with the
results, and the original inventory was prepared and ultimately published on a searchable online map on PWSA’s
website (see Figure 1 for a screenshot).

by locating and cleaning the curb box and inserting a
small camera down the box to determine material type.
The camera typically is inserted the full depth of the curb
box so that the curb stop and connecting service lines
(public and private side) are visible. A lead line is identified as having a bulb-type “wipe joint,” which was the
joint method typically used to attach the lead line to the
valve. Non-lead lines typically are identified by the fittings observed in the curb box.
After the pilot program, the intent was to conduct
a CBI at all residential service locations that did not
have a historical record for the public side (about
45,000 locations) and use the results to complete the
service line inventory. In 2018 the CBI program was
implemented at full scale, with about 15,000 locations
inspected that year and a goal to do another 15,000 per
year for 2019 and 2020.
Upon completion of the 2018 CBI program, PWSA
reviewed the program’s data and found there were no usable data for about 75% of the locations for the following
reasons:
• Inability to locate curb box
• Curb box damaged or misaligned such that equipment could not access the curb stop
• Line degraded or photos not clear and material type
unidentifiable
When staff compared the materials found from excavating as part of its LSLR program with the CBI records,
the results often conflicted. When the CBI indicated lead,
the result was extremely accurate, and 97% of the locations had verified lead service lines. However, when the

CBIs
Many of the historical drill records were considered inaccurate because of maintenance conducted over the
decades since original installation. In 2017 PWSA piloted
a CBI program, with inspections at a total of about 5,200
locations. With a CBI, service line material is determined
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Screenshot of Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA) Lead Service Line Map
ArcGIS
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Figure 1

CBI indicated non-lead service lines, lead was still found
at about 35% of these locations. This is because in some
instances the curb stop and a small portion of the service line necessary to complete the reconnection to the
existing service line (called a tail piece) may have been
replaced, so the CBI method couldn’t confirm if other
portions of the service line were lead material.
On the basis of these results, PWSA determined that by
itself, a non-lead CBI result couldn’t be used for inventory
purposes. Staff amended their original plan to conduct
a CBI at all remaining sites (30,000 locations) and target
subsequent CBI efforts on strategic locations where filling in any information could assist the modeling efforts.

Verification Excavations/LSLR
PWSA’s first LSLR program was implemented in 2017. Most
of the LSLR work conducted since then has consisted of
neighborhood-based programs in which PWSA excavates
the curb stop at all locations within the neighborhood area
that either have a lead historical record or no record at all.
Contractors are required to excavate a minimum of 24
inches on either side of the curb stop to ensure any curb
stop–only replacements with a non-lead tail piece are
identified. If lead is found on the public side, it is replaced;
in addition, PWSA also offers to replace the private-side
lead line at no cost to the property owner if they agree—
this policy was developed to prevent partial replacements.
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Screenshot of ArcGIS Collector App Used by Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority
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Figure 2

As part of this work, PWSA uses an ArcGIS Collector app
to record the material types on either side of the excavated
curb stop and take a photo of the materials. This information is used to update the service line inventory (Figure 2).
PWSA evaluated other excavation methods to assist
in the inventory effort; however, specific conditions in
Pittsburgh make excavation verifications costly and disruptive. “Potholing” (i.e., digging a small test hole) using vacuum excavation techniques has been used in other locations,
but this approach is not more efficient nor less costly than
PWSA’s current method for the following reasons:
• Most PWSA curb boxes are within concrete sidewalks, requiring that staff demolish the sidewalk,

conduct the excavation, and replace excavated
material with suitable aggregate to support the sidewalk. The City of Pittsburgh then requires a full-slab
sidewalk replacement, including adjacent slabs and
potentially a curb depending on the surrounding
conditions.
• Because of the prevalence of locations where
the curb box and tail pieces have been replaced,
PWSA requires a minimum of 24 inches of service line clearance on both sides of the curb box
to ensure that lead is not observed. This results
in a larger excavation, negating the efficiencies
of potholing.
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Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority has spent millions of dollars excavating locations where no lead was found—an effective but costly
and inefficient way to update the inventory.

Several local LSLR contractors have purchased vacuum excavation trucks to assist in the verification process.
The efficiency of this process depends on the underlying
soil conditions, and a truck and crew can verify up to
20 locations in a day under optimum conditions. Other
locations where potholing could be more effective than
sidewalk demolition are green spaces where there would
be limited disturbance.
Machine Learning Predictive Modeling
PWSA engaged the University of Pittsburgh to prepare a
machine-learning predictive model to assist in prioritizing an annual cycle of replacements and in estimating
inventories of service line material. Along with other data
deemed important to the modeling effort, the university
used the verification excavation data from more than
8,100 locations to build a predictive model of service line
materials. The model was used to estimate service line
materials for about 61,000 locations.
Model predictions demonstrated only marginal value
for estimating inventories by material. The model was
73% accurate compared with the historical data that
were 63% accurate. As a result, PWSA isn’t using the
model for estimating inventories of service line by material, but the predictions will be used to assist in prioritizing LSLR areas in the future. PWSA is also exploring

opportunities to use the model predictions along with
other available data (such as a CBI or meter replacement
data) for inventory purposes.
Public-Side Records Update
While the initial inventory efforts focused on historical
drill records, PWSA has undertaken a larger effort to
update its geographical information system with other
sources of service line material information uncovered
through a construction document review. These records
consist mostly of water main replacement projects conducted over the past 50 years, developer submittals, and
county build-date data. Each record is being reviewed to
confirm that enough information is present to indicate a
new service line was installed in its entirety; the record is
updated accordingly.
Private-Side Meter Replacements
In November 2018 PWSA commenced a five-year project
to replace about 50,000 residential water service meters
out of a total of about 71,000 residential service locations.
As part of this work, a tablet app was developed within
PWSA’s work order system. The meter replacement app
requires the PWSA plumber replacing the meter to identify and record the service line material as well as the
household plumbing material immediately adjacent to
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Private-Side Health Department Inspection Records
Allegheny County Health Department (ACHD) oversees
the plumbing permit and inspection process for any
plumbing work conducted in the county (including
private-side service lines). In 2018 ACHD instituted a
moratorium on repairs to private-side lead service lines,
instead requiring those service lines to be fully replaced.
ACHD also doesn’t allow a private plumber to reconnect
a private service line to a public lead line; instead, the
plumber must contact PWSA to replace the public side at
the same time the plumber's work is being done.
Also in 2018, ACHD implemented a tablet app used by
its plumbing inspectors to prepare reports associated
with their work. PWSA recently worked with ACHD to get
automated emails containing any plumbing inspection
report associated with a private service line; this information is used to update the private-side service line
inventory. PWSA is also working with ACHD to review its
inspection records for the past five years (records older
than this are purged) to determine if they can be used to
update the private-side inventory.

• Develop the tools necessary to collect and properly
record new information. PWSA invested in several
specific tablet apps for employees and consultants, and
these tools greatly enhanced the information collected
as well as PWSA’s ability to use it to update the inventory. This effort has also been critical when reporting
data to regulatory agencies and providing updates to
the board of directors and other stakeholders. In addition, the data are used to update PWSA’s online map of
service line materials on a monthly basis.
Depending on the quality of records maintained by your
utility, the development of a detailed and accurate inventory
of service line materials could be a major and costly undertaking. Multiple approaches are likely needed to complete
a utility’s inventory, so a comprehensive evaluation of the
means and tools available will help develop a solution that
can provide reliable cost-efficient data. For example, PWSA
spent a lot of resources researching old operations and
construction records, many of which were paper copies that
required detailed review for the necessary information, as
opposed to focusing on the costlier verification excavation.
Whatever approaches your utility takes, the benefits of a detailed and accurate inventory can help support utility actions
and initiatives such as maintaining current and future regulatory compliance and helping to improve LSLR programs.

Lessons Learned

About the Authors

the meter. A photograph of the meter and connecting piping is included in the record, and the information is used
to update the private-side service line inventory.

PWSA leaders and staff learned several lessons from
efforts to build a lead service line inventory:
• Don’t be afraid to try something new. When developing both the CBI program (not used elsewhere
at the utility) and the modeling effort (a new development), PWSA was optimistic that these initiatives
would provide a reliable solution to preparing the
inventory. But while both provided some information
for the inventory, neither can be used exclusively to
complete the inventory effort. Also, data collected
from each approach are used by PWSA for other purposes beyond the inventory effort.
• Get to know your data and understand the limitations. PWSA’s historical drill records included several
locations that indicated a copper public service line installed as part of a water main replacement project. However, for older replacement projects (1950s and 1960s),
this was the only record available. There were no as-built
construction drawings, so staff subsequently learned that
water main replacement projects during this era installed
only a 3- to 4-foot piece of copper pipe as part of the main
replacement and did not replace the service line to the
curb stop. PWSA staff reviewed the historical drill records
to make sure these locations did not inaccurately report
non-lead if this was the only record available.
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AWWA Resources
• Examining the Proposed Lead and Copper Rule Trigger Level.
Masters SV, Bartrand TA, Seidel CJ. 2020. Journal AWWA.
112:11:40. https://doi.org/10.1002/awwa.1613
• Detroit’s Robust Full Lead Service Line Replacement Program.
Smalley SA, Peckinpaugh B. 2020. Journal AWWA. 112:10:40.
https://doi.org/10.1002/awwa.1593
• Safety and Affordability Are Vital for Lead Service Line
Replacement. Deshpande N, McCarthy C. 2020. Opflow.
46:8:10. https://doi.org/10.1002/opfl.1408
These resources have been supplied by Journal AWWA staff.
For information on these and other AWWA resources, visit
www.awwa.org.
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